
BIZ BUZZ CRISIS UPDATE 19-01-2021 

(1900) 

 

 

BROADBAND PROGRESS…WHAT'S GOIN' ON? AND WHAT ABOUT THE MOBILE 

PHONE MAST NIGHTMARE…….??? 

 

After chats with County Broadband, Biz Buzz can reveal that superfast fibre to the property may 

become a reality in New Buckenham within a year - possibly even sooner. We are all wise enough to 

know that NOTHING is guaranteed in this ever-changing world. One thing we do know for certain is 

that after many months of promotion, publicity and public meetings, County Broadband has 

achieved the necessary one third of villagers interested in the offer to start building new broadband 

to your door. CB is backed by a multi-million pound investment from Aviva which helps to secure 

the necessary funding. They cannot say how long it might be until final completion. In the normal 

run of things they would have estimated nine months…but nothing is normal at the moment! The 

infrastructure, like telegraph poles etc. can , theoretically, be borrowed from BT but the cost of 

digging to lay underground cables may make certain properties unreachable. CB won't know for 

sure which ones aren't possible until all surveys & planning issues are completed. 

 

If you want to get on board or ask questions you can contact:  

matthew.buckman@countybroadband.co.uk or 01376 562002 ex 150 www.countybroadband.co.uk 

 

WHAT'S IT ALL ABOUT? Concentrate as it gets a bit techy!!!  FTTP - Fibre To The Property 

i.e. "hyperfast"  means a fast speed that is entirely on fibre…there is no copper wire anywhere. It 

can be 25 times faster than "superfast".  

"Superfast" is Fibre To The Cabinet only i.e. FTTC. 

 

OTHER OPTIONS: Be aware that BT is also increasing access by offering "hyperfast broadband" 

i.e.fibre to your door, across a number of areas. Sadly Norfolk is not one of them currently. It can 

be bought on an individual basis but it costs up to £3,400. 

 

FUTURE PROOFING Your service may be fine at the moment but it's clear that the demand for 

speed is increasing as programmes and apps become more sophisticated and working and educating 

from home becomes a daily reality. The FTTC superfast option may be fine now, but remember the 

last stretch to your door might still be copper wire and proximity to the box can be irrelevant. It 

would be possible for you to be right next to the cabinet and still have a slower speed because the 

cables curve off through high usage zones/houses before turning back & arriving at your place.  

 

MOBILE PHONE MAST NIGHTMARE!!! 

Remember this is about BROADBAND NOT MOBILE PHONE ACCESS. CB tell us there may come a 

time in the future when they offer a mobile phone service but not now. The broadband facility in 

your house means that you can link up to your own internal wi-fi system so that calls made to/from 

your mobile can be easily accessed but only when you are in your house. This won't work outside 

your house. SO the INTERMINABLE question remains… 

 

WHAT ABOUT THE NEW BUCKENHAM MOBILE MAST MYSTERY???? EPISODE 9,947,635!!! 

NUFFINK!!!! The last response forthcoming from Waldon who are the infrastructure organisers for 

O2 was from Juliet Baller saying, "I’m advised we are not yet quite in a position to schedule build works and 

understand it may be some months until we are. I would be happy to get in touch with news of progress once I hear more. 

Kind regards, Juliet" There's been nothing to date! Tho' , of course, we keep on trying…. 

matthew.buckman@countybroadband.co.uk
www.countybroadband.co.uk


TO FIND OUT WHAT COVID-19 HELP YOU ARE ENTITLED TO, GO HERE: 
https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus/business-support 

To get local information, advice or need to apply for loans from Breckland District Council here is 

the link: https://www.breckland.gov.uk/article/15960/Coronavirus-Grant-Information   

THE GOVERNMENT'S LOCKDOWN RULES ARE HERE: 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file

/949536/NationalLockdownGuidance.pdf 

THE BBC'S SITE IS GOOD:  https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/explainers-52530518 

 Anyone in Norfolk who is experiencing Covid-19 symptoms should book a test. See the details 

here:  www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/testing-and-tracing/get-a-test-to-

check-if-you-have-coronavirus/  

 

All Biz Buzz crisis updates are to be found on www.np4nb.online 
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